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Keynesis , brings Pro PDF Reader with a number of new features along with the usual bug fixes. Pro PDF Reader apps has been update to version Varieswithdevice with several major changes and improvements. Apps release that improves performance, provides several new options.
HIGHLIGHTS
 	 Great app for reading PDFs.. 
	 Far and away the best PDF reader for my Nook SimpleTouch.. 


.
Overall Satisfactionc83 

Far and away the best PDF reader for my Nook SimpleTouch.

Much better than Adobe's offering.

Best droid PDF reader I have used.



Ease of Usec100 

Good for students and easy effective search for topics.

My life is easy now :-D.

This is a great and best of all SIMPLE reader.

you can easy fixate document and read by simple finger tap.



Reliabilityc76 

Sum bugs still exists.



Updates & Supportc27 




  	POSITIVE
	MINOR PAINS
	ISSUES

 
     Better than aldiko. found in 1 reviews 
  The best of the bests. found in 1 reviews 
  Pay for it guys. found in 1 reviews 
  23 import export settings. found in 1 reviews 
  The one I recommend to all of my friends. found in 1 reviews 
  This is the best pdf viewer. found in 3 reviews 
  I read a lot of magazines in PDF format. found in 1 reviews 
  Fast and Clean. found in 1 reviews 
  Best one I've seen. found in 1 reviews 
  Very easy to use and very handy. found in 1 reviews 
  Much better than Adobe's offering. found in 3 reviews 
  It is the best reader in Market. found in 1 reviews 
  The developer is very responsive to feature requests. found in 1 reviews 
  I like using the Light setting with immersive mode on my Nexus 7. found in 2 reviews 
 
 
    If it has a split screen function. found in 1 reviews 
  But perhaps that's impossible with PDFs. found in 1 reviews 
  The paid version opens to a long list of previously opened docs. found in 1 reviews 
  You can't see as many pdf thumbnails. found in 1 reviews 
  Also I wish I could zoom in and then 'lock' the view. found in 1 reviews 
  Thumbnails do not show for all the books. found in 1 reviews 
  Doesn't happen with local files. found in 1 reviews 
  Needs text reflow mode. found in 3 reviews 
  but doesn't let you search for text within multiple PDFs. found in 1 reviews 
  but there are few settings. found in 1 reviews 
  Not very slick looking but works absolutely perfectly. found in 1 reviews 
  but even in its present form easily replaces the adobe product. found in 1 reviews 
 
 
    Don't believe the reviews. found in 1 reviews 
  No touchscreen support for zoom and moving the page. found in 1 reviews 
  it did nothing I still cannot open the files. found in 2 reviews 
  but be able to zoom in to read. found in 1 reviews 
  I thought it wont ask me for a password. found in 1 reviews 
 
 
 
 

The Pro PDF Reader is now available for $2.25 for Android owners. The application is designed for use in English language. It weighs in at only 10MB to download. The new Pro PDF Reader app version Varieswithdevice has been updated on 2014-11-09. For ensuring consistency with the device you should take into account the following app compatibility information: 1.6 and up


 PRO PDF Reader for Android (with DjVu support)It does what you expect to do. You can easily lay down and read pdf books and documents with this app. The amazing enhancement dims your screen in ...
 
  I really like this app probably the best android reader I ve seen The only flaw is the search within book function which I think could be better integrated with the status bar rather than an independent window in the middle of the screen Otherwise a great app                   Ryan Jackson 
 I ve tried all the major book and document readers and Librera Pro smashed them all for ease of use features and just plain works Deep customizability but if you want to just dive in and go that s fine too The deal breaker for me with magazine reading is that it needs to feel like having a stack of mags in front of you and Librera nails that No fancy woodgrain cabinets for books just no BS access to Your Stuff Stop reading this and buy it                       1078 Garage 
 Excellent Librera Pro is one of the best e reader app Dont understand why it was never listed in those so called professional review The following two function alone already makes it so worth it One it lets you make your own folder for books of different genre Two it lets you read books with the publisher s font Its so important when you are reading books with cute fonts Also reading pdf with a 8 inch tablet you can read vertically and change to scroll mode Fantastic app                       Andrew Chung 
 Great app only issue is with cropped books and the cropping not affecting text to speech for example you have to listen to the title chapter and page number every page and im not aware how to solve this It seems if you cropped the top of the page it doesn t affect anyone aware of a fix                       Emanuel Parkman 
 I love this app very much and that is why i bought it I only have one request today could you please introduce page curling when reading Thank you                       Rosemary Mudzambi 
 wish I could highlight the text in epub format it worked in PDF format tho                   Fritxz Marcelo 
 Best ereader app out there Easily manages all the ebook formats I read Awesome search function Always remebers where I left off in a book and what books I have already read                       Jen Evans 
 good app It does freeze sometimes though a bit frustrating                   Eric Williams Jr 
 Book mark doesn t open the correct page which is marked       Z Goryawala 
 Once installed my screen went black for ages       Strict Way 
 keeps freezing up in tts play back I have sent app crush reports still crashing now I will be trying to get my money back       Snoopy Reed 
 the reader is exellen only have problem with withget                   Radames Bracero 
 Performant configurable open source                       Denis Zalevskiy 
 App has just started freezing           Tremayne Morran 
 Love librera it reads all formats works great                       Lo Floyd 
 Excellent Well worth it if only for the djvu reader                       Toby Griffen 
 Good apps for book reader                       Pornsiri Mongkoljaturong 
 There are 2 serious long term bugs with this program It has been a long time since there was an upgrade but these bugs are being worked on 1 The program will often forget where you left off reading the book You can work around the bug by remembering to leave a quick bookmark Irritating when you don t get the chance to leave the bookmark but it is workable 2 Will sometimes fail to render a page with an error message You can work around it by going back 2 pages and then forwarding it to where the error occurred These bugs are significant but not fatal Even with these bugs this is the best ebook reader Hopefully these bugs will be fixed before some other app steps up and surpasses the functionality of LibreraPro                   Jeff Davis 
 Cannot open library anymore This was the best reading app I could find on the Play Store but recently when I go to open it I just get a black screen If I download a document u0026 go to read it everything seems fine but if I push the back button and select open library I get a black screen Developers any suggestions I d like to keep this app u0026 give another 5 star rating Thanks           Thor Odinson 
 This app is almost nearly perfect Please make cover art more manageble Like with a premaid google search perameter and a easy make default cover option for easibility One of the best things about customizing your library is adding cover art I love the cover art to my books Its painful on Librera                   Blind Owl Underground 
 I would like to thank developer s for this great app It s simply wonderful better than Moon Reader For all of you who are looking for a reader with great dictionary capabilities look no further this is the app you were looking for You just press the word and dictionary of your choosing will immediately pop out with the meaning The app itself isn t as polished as Moon Reader there are few very minor bugs and inconveniences but I m sure devs will fix it with time Really love this app                       Tom Nimanju 
 The text reflow also of pdf documents font size and line spacing controls allow to configure to a comfortable reading experience In addition there are many more options Well worth the money Best allround reader available                       Isocult 
 Slow scrolling compared to other apps I have a samsung s10 plus and was suprised to see that the scrolling is choppy and laggy other then that this is an awesome reader and by far the best I have tried in terms of features and functionality Just wish scrolling was smooth               Justin Abraham 
 Excellent ereader very customizable Feature rich So many features in fact that you will need to spend some time exploring all the settings But it s definitely worth it There isn t much this ereader can t do                   Ed Logan 
 Overall a functional application that does what it says It reads files That said I have run into a few quirks and wish this otherwise stellar app had some additional functionalities Being able to apply RTL and LTR reading on a file by file basis would be incredible for those of us with manga in our libraries such as myself For starters the loading times are anything but good It can take up to a minute for the application to load a file and start reading Secondly the app seems to have inconsistencies with files I use the same program and format for all my ebooks and carefully ensure that the credentials are correct However Librera Pro will occasionally display the name of the file instead of the title of the book entered not display the author not display the cover icon of the file Sometimes the files display everything properly then randomly lose elements upon restarting Overall it s a decent app that does what it says and can read a plethora of e book file types but be aware it s not completely polished 7 10               Ryan Thomas 
 I love the app the dev responds quickly and is constantly working to improve the app it might not be perfect yet but its getting there                       Evan H 
 Excellent App I love tag feature TTS function sharing web page This is my first app that i have paid for no ads version Thanks to develop this app I am suprise to see no of downloads 10K This App deserve 10m                       Dhaval Attarwala 
 A great ereader My book collection contains over 8000 books Librera PRO scanned the collection fast It opens books fast Page turning is fast My only gripe is that this app is not useful to students as I found no way to highlight or underline text nor any note taking tools But if you just want a good app to read books for enjoyment then you won t go wrong with this one                   A Google user 
 This is a great app very customisable and works well with all the formats I ve given it to read Highly recommended                       Danny Sharp 
 Excellent App with great features Just loved it I have been trying various apps for reading my ebooks I have been keep on trying to get an user friendly app I tested and tried more than 50 apps in different devices I have been using the free version and finally decided to purchase because this is one of the best I used ever Currently I have about 7000 ebooks of various formats And I m able to load all of those with in no time Hope that more and more formats will be added in near future                       Thompson Fredison 
 I would have rated this a 5 but I had too many issues with the text to speech Whenever I tried to open the text to speech portion of the program it would lock up my phone and I would be unable to turn down the volume and the tts voice would continue to read on for at least 30 seconds or more I thought it was my galaxy note 8 that had the problem but it also happens on my tablet which is a galaxy tab 2 I ve had to shut my devices off just to stop the tts Otherwise it has some great features               Marcquette Johnson 
 best ebook reader that I have ever have really love this app a lot please keep it better                       Jum Awalia Yusuf 
 Bugs Was working fine Purchased the app loaded up a couple books and started reading Noticed that I cannot escape back to main menu I have access to a quick Recents and favorites menu but that leaves me with no options to add any new books No matter how I back out of a book I only get a black screen even if night mode isn t enabled There is no way to return back to a book once I land on this black screen however if I press the back key on the phone it gives me an option to leave           Zork Drajar 
 this would be a perfect 5 for me and always has been except the new bookmark button in the top right blocks like 3 lines of text please fix this devs           Jon Lusk 
 With so many good readers out here it s tough to choose a favorite Each seems to be missing something so you ve got to keep three or four handy just in case Still Librera is one of my top three and I it use as much if not more than the others It s nearly perfect for my needs                       John Walker 
 it is good the only thing I have to say is that the screen blurred out once and I had to uninstall and reinstall to get it to but so far so good                   Nick Metcalfe 
 Great app Highly customizable Opens many file formats Nice library feature that shows book covers                       Deoblo 56 
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